Abstract-In this paper, a methodology for propagation of uncertainty in stochastic nonlinear dynamical systems is investigated. The process noise is approximated using KarhunenLoève (KL) expansion. Perron-Frobenius (PF) operator is used to predict the evolution of uncertainty. A multivariate Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to verify the proposed framework. The method is applied to predict uncertainty evolution in a Duffing oscillator and a Vanderpol's oscillator. It is observed that the solution of the approximated stochastic dynamics converges to the true solution in distribution. Finally, the proposed methodology is combined with Bayesian inference to estimate states of a nonlinear dynamical system, and its performance is compared with particle filter. The proposed estimator was found to be computationally superior than the particle filter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the stochastic nonlinear system dx (t) = f (x (t) , δ) dt + g w (x (t) , δ) dw (t) , (1)
where x (t) ∈ R n and y (t) ∈ R m are the state and measurement vectors at time t, δ ∈ R p is the parameter vector, and w (t) ∈ R q , η (t) ∈ R l are mutually independent Wiener processes denoting process and measurement noise, respectively. The functions f (., .), h (., .) represent the dynamics and measurement model while the function-valued matrices g w (., .), g η (., .) denote respective noise coupling.
If f (., .) and h (., .) are linear with constant noise coupling, the uncertainty quantification reduces to updating the mean and covariance propagation equations, and the associated estimation problem is solved by the well-known Kalman filter [1] . For general nonlinear systems, if the uncertainty in the initial conditions (x 0 ) and parameters (δ) are prescribed through the joint probability density function (PDF) ρ 0 (z), z := [x δ] T ∈ R n+p , then the propagation of uncertainty through (1) and (2) requires solving the FokkerPlanck equation (or Kolmogorov forward equation)
to compute ρ (z, t) subject to ρ (z, 0) = ρ 0 (z), where E [dw i ] = 0 and E [dw i dw j ] = Q ij 0, ∀ i, j = 1, 2, . . . , q.
Solving the parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) (3), second order in space and first order in time, is computationally hard [2] and the approximation algorithms often suffer from the 'curse of dimensionality' [3] . However, in the absence of process noise, (3) reduces to the Liouville equation associated with the Perron-Frobenius operator [4] that describes the spatio-temporal drift of ρ (z, t) in the presence of parametric and initial condition uncertainty. Being a first order quasi-linear PDE, Liouville equation can be solved exactly [5] using the method of characteristics (MOC) [6] and unlike brute-force Monte-Carlo, such a computation does not compromise with runtime complexity [7] , [8] . In nonlinear estimation setting, the prior PDF obtained through this propagation, can be used to compute the posterior PDF via Bayesian update. The resulting nonlinear filter has been shown [9] to outperform particle filter and bootstrap filter.
Instead of nonparametric propagation of the PDF, one may use a polynomial chaos [10] expansion to quantify uncertainty, where a set of deterministic ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is derived using either Galerkin projection [11] or stochastic collocation [12] . There are three bottlenecks with this parametric approach. First, it's difficult to derive the deterministic ODEs for general nonlinearities [13] . Second, the finite dimensional approximation of the probability space degrades the accuracy of long-term statistics. Third, the deterministic set of ODEs requires solution in a higher dimensional state space than the original, making the computation prohibitively expensive for large scale systems. Other parametric methods like moment closure lack accuracy due to approximation of the PDF using first few moments.
The objective of this paper is to introduce a mixed parametric-nonparametric approach for propagating uncertainty in the presence of process noise. Starting from the Langevin equation [14] , by N t -term Karhunen-Loève expansion [15] of the process noise, we derive a deterministic ODE corresponding to the Itô stochastic differential equation (SDE) (1) . Then the Perron-Frobenius operator based formulation is used to exactly solve the approximated SDE in distributional sense. A detailed verification procedure is illustrated to assess the quality of the N t -term approximation. There are two main contributions: 1) We show that for the nonlinear stochastic system (1) and (2), instead of solving (3), ρ (z, t) can be computed along the trajectories of an approximately equivalent deterministic dynamics over the extended state space. This enables us to harness the computational benefits of the Perron-Frobenius operator based formulation even in the presence of process noise. 2) We present a method for probabilistic verification of the approximated solution based on multivariate hypothesis testing. Consequently, for a fixed number of terms in the Karhunen-Loève expansion, we can compute the significance level of the finite-sample computation. Conversely, if a desired level of verification is specified, the number of terms for approximating the process noise can be computed. This paper is structured as follows. In section II, we show that the nonparametric propagation of the joint PDF ρ (z, t) can be achieved by solving the Liouville equation associated with the Perron-Frobenius operator, subject to the deterministic dynamics obtained from the Langevin equation by approximating the process noise through KarhunenLoève expansion. Some examples are given in section III to illustrate the proposed formulation. Section IV describes the verification framework followed by applications to nonlinear filtering in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. METHODOLOGY
We consider the Langevin equation
associated with the Itô SDE (1) for purely additive Gaussian white noise ξ (t) with autocorrelation σ 2 I. In the sequel, we first describe the method for uncertainty propagation via Perron-Frobenius operator followed by Karhunen-Loève expansion of the process noise. Next, we combine these two to compute the evolution of ρ (z, t) corresponding to (4).
A. Perron-Frobenius Operator
Definition 1: (Continuous-time Perron-Frobenius operator) Let X be endowed with a measure space (X , B, µ) and that all transformations f t of a semi-dynamical system [4] {f t } t 0 are nonsingular (i.e. µ f −1 t (B) = 0, ∀B ∈ B such that µ (B) = 0), then for each t 0, the PerronFrobenius operator P t : L 1 (X ) → L 1 (X ), corresponding to the dynamics f t , is uniquely defined as
The following properties of the Perron-Frobenius operator are important in our context, ∀ρ,
1) (Linearity) P t (αρ 1 + βρ 2 ) = αP t ρ 1 + βP t ρ 2 , 2) (Non-negativity) P t ρ 0, provided ρ 0;
3) (Conservation)
The above properties guarantee that the operator P t :
, is a Markov operator. In particular, property 3 assures that during Markov evolution, PDF respects the normality condition
the Lebesgue measure. One can show [4] that the spatio-temporal evolution of the joint PDF via Perron-Frobenius operator (5), subject to the dynamics (4) with ξ (t) = 0, satisfies the Liouville PDE
which is simply (3) except the diffusion term. Being a first order PDE, (6) can be exactly solved using MOC along the characteristic curves. It can be shown [5] that the characteristic curves for (6) are nothing but the trajectories of the extended dynamicsż = [f (z) 0 p×1 ] T . The computational performance of this formalism is known [7] to be superior than Monte-Carlo. However, in its original form, only initial condition and parametric uncertainties can be accounted for.
B. Karhunen-Loève Expansion of Process Noise
Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion was derived independently by many researchers [15] , [16] to represent a stochastic process Y (ω, t) as a random linear combination of a set of orthonormal deterministic
The idea is similar to the Fourier series expansion, where a deterministic linear combination of orthonormal L 2 functions is used. It's worth mentioning that in (7), one can replace t by x ∈ R n , to have KL expansion of a random field [17] . Further, if we write
is a sequence of random variables to be determined, then
can be interpreted as the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the covariance function [18] 
that admits a spectral decomposition [19] of the form
λ i e i (t 1 ) e i (t 2 ). Since the covariance function is bounded, symmetric and positive-definite, the eigenvalue problem can be cast as a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of second kind, given by,
. Given the covariance function of a stochastic process, the eigenvalue-eigenfunction set can be found by solving Fredholm equation, and the resulting expansion (7) converges to Y (ω, t) in mean-square sense [20] . In particular, the following result is useful for our purpose.
Theorem 1: (KL expansion of Wiener process) (p. 548, [20] ) For Wiener process, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the covariance function
for i = 1, 2, . . ., and hence the KL expansion (7) for w (t), is of the form
where ζ i (ω) are i.i.d. samples drawn from N 0, σ 2 . Corollary 2: (KL expansion of Gaussian white noise) Since dw (t) = ξ (t) dt, the KL expansion for Gaussian white noise ξ (t) can be obtained by taking the derivative of (9) with respect to t, i.e.
where the i.i.d. random variables ζ i (ω) ∼ N 0, σ 2 . By substituting (10) in (4), we obtain a deterministic approximation of the stochastic dynamics (1). More generally, expansions of this nature can be derived in closed form, when the stochastic forcing in (1) can be written as a functional of Wiener process (e.g. Brownian bridge [21] ).
C. KLPF Formulation
Let us consider the dynamical system given in (4) where x ∈ R n are the states, and z ∈ D z is the vector of state and parametric uncertainty, having initial PDF ρ 0 (z). Without loss of generality, it is assumed, that the system has only initial state uncertainty, hence z(t = 0) := x(t = 0). The stochastic forcing term ξ(t) in (4) is approximated using KL expansion having finite number of terms (N t ). In the present case, where ξ(t) is a Gaussian white noise, the approximation
After substituting this expression in (4), we get the following differential equation,
Using the methodology given in [5] , MOC is applied to (6) , and an augmented dynamical system is formed, with states [x 1 (t) , . . . , x n (t) , ρ (x (t))] T , where ρ (x (t)) is the probability density of the states at time t, and x (t) = [x 1 (t) , . . . , x n (t)]
T . The augmented system is given by,
where
. Equation (12) can be solved to get the value of ρ (x (t)) along the characteristic curves of (6) . Detailed discussion of the solution methodology has been omitted here, and can be found in [8] , [9] .
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
The proposed methodology is applied to a Vanderpol's oscillator and a Duffing oscillator. The augmented dynamical system for the Vanderpol's oscillator is given by,
and for the Duffing oscillator, is given by,
with ξ (t) having autocorrelation 2πI. The initial state uncertainty, has a PDF ρ 0 (z) ∼ N [0, 0] T , diag (1, 1) for both the systems. Next, the initial PDF, ρ 0 (z) is sampled, with sample size of N = 5000. For the Vanderpol's oscillator, final time T is 1s, for the Duffing oscillator T = 3s. Number of terms in the KL expansion is fixed to N t = 7. Figure  (1) shows the evolution of probability densities with time for the two oscillators. The density value ρ (x (t)) is color coded with red representing high density value and blue representing low. It is observed that, for the Vanderpol's oscillator the probability mass accumulates along the limit cycle and for the Duffing oscillator, we get a bimodal PDF at final time. This is in agreement with the physical intuition of behavior of these systems.
IV. VERIFICATION OF SOLUTION
In the proposed methodology, the process noise in (4) has been approximated using finite number of terms in KL expansion. Due to this fact, the solution obtained after propagation is not error-free. It is well known that, KL expansion converges in mean square sense, to the underlying stochastic process as N t → ∞. But, same argument cannot be extended regarding the convergence of states x (t) of the dynamical system in (11) . To obtain a meaningful solution, there should be some notion of convergence of the states in (11) to states in (4). Hence, verification of the obtained solution is important in this scenario. In the present work, we have verified that, given the finite term KL expansion of ξ (t), the solution of the approximated dynamics in (11) converge to the true solution in distribution. We have used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to verify the solution of approximated dynamics, as detailed below.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [22] is a statistical test used to compare a sample with a reference probability distribution. It quantifies a distance D N , between reference cumulative distribution function (CDF), F (x), and empirical CDF of the sample being tested, F N (x), which is given by D N = sup x |F N (x) − F (x)|. Here, N refers to sample size of the given sample. The null hypothesis is that the sample comes from the reference distribution. Given a significance level α, the null hypothesis is accepted if
Here, K is a random variable that follows Kolmogorov distribution, with CDF
If the null hypothesis is accepted, then the KS test is passed and it can be concluded that the given sample comes from the reference PDF. In the present case, the analytical representation of PDF at time t = T is not known. Hence to verify our solution, we back-propagate the sample obtained after propagation of (11) at final time T to time t = 0 using the original dynamics in (4); and check if the back-propagated sample belongs to the initial PDF ρ 0 (z).
Let the elements of the sample; sampled from the initial PDF be x 0,i , i = 1, . . . , N , and elements after propagation of (11) be x T,i . Let the back-propagated sample obtained by propagating (4) from [T, 0] bex 0,i . Here, we claim that, x 0,i is a sample from the initial PDF. Hence, using the KS test, the samplex 0,i , is compared with the initial PDF, for statistical significance. Here, we have used a multivariable KS test, which is similar to the one presented in [22] . The verification methodology is described in algorithm 1.
We apply the proposed verification methodology to the Vanderpol's oscillator given in (13) . The initial state uncertainty has the PDF ρ 0 (z) ∼ N ([0, 0], diag (1, 1)) . We obtain N s = 100 samples, each of sample size N = 500 from ρ 0 (z). The number of terms in the KL expansion is fixed to N t = 21. At first, we pick a sample from the 100 available samples and apply the verification methodology. Figure (2) shows plot for the location of elements initially (x 0 ) and after back-propagation (x 0 ), for the particular sample. It is observed that the back-propagated sample, is clustered around the origin and sparseness increases as we move away. This is in agreement with the physical intuition of random Create null hypothesis H0 : ρ = ρ0 for the current sample 5: for i = 1 to N do Sample element counter 6 :
Use of KL approximated dynamics with number of terms Nt
Backward propagate x Calculate Empirical CDF of the current sampleŷ
Accept H0 for the j th sample 14:
Reject H0 for the j th sample 16: end if 17: end for
Repeat the same test for the next sample samples drawn from ρ 0 (z) which is a standard normal distribution. Using the methodology in [22] we obtain uniformly distributed sampleŷ 0 = F (x 0 ) using inverse transform sampling theory [25] . Figure (2) shows the plot of empirical CDF ofŷ j 0 and the uniform CDF for the randomly selected sample. It can be seen that, visually the CDFs are close to each other. Hence, the value of D N for the particular sample is expected to be less.
For the KS test, the value of α is fixed to 0.05. Hence, using (15) and (16), we get Kα √ N = 0.0607. For the given sample, the value of D N was 0.0455. Hence, the null hypothesis, that the sample is drawn from a standard normal (17) can be decreased arbitrarily by varying .
V. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR FILTERING
We apply the proposed KLPF methodology to estimate states of a nonlinear system. The nonlinear estimation algorithm used is same as the one described in [9] . Here, we draw random particles (elements) from the domain D z of z(t = 0). Propagation of uncertainty is done using (12) . By using this framework for nonlinear estimation purposes, we get the exact value of prior PDF after propagation. This gives us significant advantage over particle filters where, generally the prior PDF is approximated using histograms. Bayesian inference is used to update the posterior PDF from prior for each particle.
In the present work, the system used is the Vanderpol's oscillator described by (13) . We use a nonlinear measurement model given by, y (t) = x 2 1 (t) + x 2 2 (t) + η (t), where η (t) is zero mean Gaussian measurement noise with autocorrelation R = 6 × 10 −2 . The process noise, ξ (t) is also considered to be Gaussian with zero mean and an autocorrelation Q = 6 × 10 −1 . We consider the initial state uncertainty to be normally The measurement update interval was fixed to 0.1s and final time T was assumed to be T = 1s.
The performance of the KLPF-based filter is compared with the generic particle filter given in [24] . The sample size for each estimator is fixed to 5000 elements. The simulations were performed on a Linux Machine with Intel R Pentium D processor. the performance of the estimators as the errors in estimation are within the ±3σ limits and converge. But if we compare the computational time, KLPF-based estimator takes 58.46s per filtering step, whereas the time taken by generic particle filter is 284.19s. Thus it can be concluded that, given same sample size and the same processing environment, KLPFbased estimator achieves similar performance as the generic particle filter, and is almost five times faster than the particle filter based estimator.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, an uncertainty propagation methodology is proposed for stochastic nonlinear dynamical systems, based on Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion and Perron-Frobenius operator. The methodology uses KL expansion to approximate the process noise and Perron-Frobenius operator to predict the evolution of uncertainty. The method is illustrated by propagating uncertainty in a Duffing oscillator and a Vanderpol's oscillator. It was observed that the probability distribution of states, obtained after propagation, is in compliance with the underlying theory for these nonlinear systems. Moreover, the solution obtained with the approximated dynamics using KL expansion, was verified with the true solution, when applied to a Vanderpol's oscillator. It was found that the states of the approximated system converges in distribution to the true states of the system. A verification algorithm for the same has been presented here.
In future, we will focus on obtaining convergence relation between approximated dynamics and the true solution as a function of the number of terms in KL expansion.
